THE ENCHANTED VILLAGE OF
PINOCCHIO
SERIES COMEDY, ADVENTURE, ON KIDS & FAMILY 52X11' - UE - 2021
Pinocchio lives in the Enchanted Village, between a mysterious
forest and a shimmering lake. He has a merry band of friends and
together they take on the adventures of his day-to-day life, just like
k...

MIRACULOUS -Tales of Ladybug and Cat
Noir
SERIES TEEN & TWEENS, ON KIDS & FAMILY 78X26' - France - 2014
Marinette and Adrien are close friends the day, unknown teammates the night, when they transform into superheroes: Ladybug
and Chat Noir. Their mission: capture evil creatures led by butterﬂy,
and s...

SEVEN AND ME
SERIES KIDS, ON KIDS & FAMILY - 52X26' - France 2016
What if at 11 you discovered you're the direct descendant of the
most well-known fairy tale heroine? What if 7 Dwarfs just popped
into your life to protect you and make sure you'll be true to ages of
...

BIG FIVE
SERIES ADVENTURE, FAMILY/YOUTH - 10X26' France - 2020
Sky, Mica, Tess, Luis and Unicorn are ﬁve orphans, each gifted with
a power from one of the savanna’s strongest animals, commonly
known as the Big Five. The children who come from all around the
worl...

PEANUTS
SERIES KIDS - 32X8' - France - 2014
WORLDWIDE HOME ENTERTAINMENT RIGHTS ONLY For more
than 60 years, Snoopy, Charlie Brown, Woodstock and the whole
Peanuts gang have delighted millions of readers around the world on
a daily basi...

NINOO'S SPEAKING
SERIES KIDS - 39X3' - France - 2013
When Ninoo, cheeky and spontaneous as a 4 year-old child, picks
up the phone, the kids world smashes the adult's universe!Night
watchman, IT engineer, daddy's ofﬁce, mechanic,... Brigitte
Lecordier,...

COPY CUT
SERIES KIDS - 52X13' - France - 2013
Ari, Mac, Yuyu and Puk are the Copy Cut : a bunch of teenagers
fond of cosplay. Their favorite game : dressing up like their beloved
characters! Their inspiration : the pop culture i.e. comic books, m...

A.R.T. INVESTIGATION
SERIES KIDS - 52X13' - France - 2012
A.R.T. (Art Rescue Team)An investigative team from a secret
international organization ﬁghts against various gangsters linked to
the worldwide art market. The A.R.T. team relentlessly (but with
boun...

KOBUSHI
SERIES KIDS - 104X7' - France - 2012
FANCY SUSHIS? JOIN THE KOBUSHI! Every night, after closing
hours, a very strange phenomenon occurs in a Japanese restaurant.
All the sushis, makis and temakis come to life: they are the
Kobushis. ...

TANGERINE AND COW
SERIES KIDS - 156X7' - France - 2010
Meet the Tangerines, a totally dysfunctional and zany family : there
are Chico Lulu, two super hyper children, their Nobel inventor
mother with her crazy devices, and their father who is basically a c...

KANGOO JUNIORS
SERIES KIDS - 104X13' - France - 2004
After the huge success of the ﬁrst season, the Kangoo Juniors are
back with 52 new episodes. Napo, Kevin, Archie, Nelson and JuniorJunior are receiving Alex, a pretty Kangoo girl, at School-Island…...

ULTRA SCARED
SERIES KIDS - 52X13' - France - 2002
Crokette-sur-Mer, a small beach resort, current day... Locked up in
the Lighthouse of the Damned and looking out towards Crokettesur-Mer, Wladislas Krolak has only one thought in his head, to get
his...

CHRIS COLORADO
SERIES KIDS - 26X26' - France - 2000
Danger lurks. Group 666's agents, have inﬁltrated the higer levels of
power of the world federation. Chris Colorado becomes the
President's man to save democracy and peace. Dismantling group
666, Chr...

SAINT MARTIN
SERIES FAMILY/YOUTH - 104X52' - France - 2000
Five friends have fallen under the spell of the tropics. They had at
ﬁrst come to spend a lazy vacation but have ﬁnally settled for good
under the Caribbean sun to run their own business. Very soon,...

TRIPLE Z
SERIES KIDS - 52X26' - France - 1999
Will these modern gladiators be able to save Hollywood ? Through
no fault of their own, Zero and Zanzibar, Pompeii amphitheater's
star gladiators, ﬁnd themselves transported into the future onto a
Ho...

S.O.S CROCO
KIDS - 65X26' - France - 1998
Three crocodiles live and work in a service station located in the
middle of a vast desert, where nothing grows but cactus. Sos Croco
! is the name of their company and they specialize in hauling in...

KANGOO
SERIES KIDS - 65X26' - France - 1997
Five kangaroos scour basketball playgrounds round the world with
their trainer Sammy and his attractive daughter Tiffany. Springing
and full of rhythm, they have a very personal "basketball touch".
Wa...

KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF
JUSTICE
SERIES KIDS - 26X26' - France - 1995
King Arthur and the knights of the round table were taken captive by
Morgana, Arthur's evil half sister. Merlin the magician searched
through time and chose a young man named King Arthur, a football
q...

DAVY CROCKETT
SERIES KIDS - 26X26' - France - 1994
The legendary hero, one of history's ﬁrst ecologists is back. And for
the ﬁrst time in a cartoon series. Davy Crockett has become a
legend of virtues and qualities that we can all identify with : a ...

ADVENTURES OF CHRISTOPHER
COLUMBUS, THE
ONE OFF KIDS - 1X90' - France - 1992
The most famous adventurer of all times: Christopher Colombus.
The fabulous history of the discovery of the New World. The
dangers, the suspense, the courage and the idealism for one man
against all. ...

GOAL
SERIES KIDS - 52X26' - France - 1992
Soccer thrills every boy around the world, thanks to the feelings and
emotions it engenders... A combination of competition, team spirit
and effort. Benjamin joins the San Podesta Junior Team. He is...

SCHOOL TEACHER, THE
SERIES FAMILY/YOUTH - 46X90' - France - 1992
Who better than a teacher can communicate to children a true
humane and moral value system? Our hero is a teacher of a rather
particularly since he has chosen to work on an itinerant basis, that is
to...

MISERABLE, THE
SERIES KIDS - 26X26' - France - 1992
Cosette works at the Tenardier's inn. Life is hard... she shakes with
hunger and cold. Deprived of affection, Cosette is sinking into
despair... But one winter evening a man appears and saves her
from...

BLACKIE THE COW
SERIES KIDS - 30X2' - France - 1976
Blacky is feeling unwell. Blackie always feels unwell. She would like
to have been born a deer, because whoever heard of a cow in a fairy
tale? Her milk tastes funny: a taste of cow. Ambling by the mu...

CHAPI CHAPO
SERIES PRE-SCHOOL - 60X5' - France - 1973
Two jolly little imps, brimming over with good-natured fun, solve the
many problems of life, as they rival each other in imagination and
ingenuity.

KANGOO AT THE OLYMPIC
KIDS - 20X26' - France - 2000
The heroes in this series are ﬁve sporty kangaroos who are about to
become great champions. Skillful basketball players, experts in
martial arts and boxing, calm and collected, they fear nothing and ...

B.F.F. BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
SERIES KIDS, FAMILY/YOUTH - 75X7' - France - 2009
9 years old, 33 inches tall, and 26 lbs. soaking wet... You can say
that Pahé is not the big. His best friends Sebastian. The two friends
are inseparable. Seb is white while Pahé is black and their tw...

FRED'S HEAD
SERIES TEEN & TWEENS - 26X26' - France - 2007
On the stormy and sometimes absurd seas of adolescence, Fred's
head navigates against the prevailing winds. He is a buccaneer of
political incorrectness. Everyone seeks to force Fred's head misunder...

